Challenge

Answer the multiple choice questions on the handout.
Qualities of a Leader

- Feared by ppl
- Selfless
- Zealous
- Calm
- Tolerance
- Good under pressure
- Loyal to ppl
- Loved
- Rich
- Gains respect from ppl
The Directory (1795)
- New govt after Reign of Terror
- Led by rich leaders
- Brought order
- Not a best leaders
- Can support the wars by Austria & Russia
- Corrupt but controlled
Napoleon Biography

- Watch the video clip & answer the question on the handout.

https://www.biography.com/video/napoleon-military-beginnings-20758083910

Napoleon had leadership qualities as a young boy.
- He entered a scholarship to military school.
- Generous
- May be that he was treated led to him being determined.
- Had great capacity of knowledge.
- Good at organization.
**Group Task**

**Handouts C, D, E**

- Read the document assigned to your group
- Answer the questions on the handout.

**Group Roles**
- Reader - All
- Recorder - All
- Reporter - 1
The Consulate - 1799

Napoleon writes that he wanted to make himself a vote of the people. He chose to take over the Directory and become the Emperor.

1799 - Calm began

Napoleon is not leading but working.
https://www.biography.com/video/napoleon-military-beginnings-20758083910